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Dear Readers,

The theme for the month is embracing diversity and 
promoting inclusive education platforms. Westford 
University College carries a belief system that education 
must impart ‘universal knowledge’; should not dilute the 
‘intrinsic value of learning’ and support the key argu-
ments postulated by many academic thinkers as educa-
tion is the only answer to facilitating a participative civil 
and cultural movement within our societies.

Westford University College remains committed in 
upholding values of - equity, diversity and inclusive 
approach . Our endeavor of eliminating ‘gender gaps’ has 
resulted in selection of talent and skills across adminis-
trative and academic sta� positions symbolizing a 
representation of 65% women when compared to men.  

Again, our strong student community representing a 
diverse group of 113 nationalities is a testimony to a large 
and complex web of cultural beliefs, value systems, faith 
and religious thinking that co-exists in our university 
campus.  This creates a positive and welcoming atmos-
phere for all students to appreciate the true meaning of 
diversity, as they engage intellectually & socially across all 
our program o�erings,  adding a spark of new thinking 
within class-room activities or academic debates and 
even support each other through  peer-to-peer learning 
process. 

We at Westford University College continue to remain 
humble and aspirational when chartering newer path-
ways by working hard to create an ‘excellent’ and ‘unpar-
alleled reputation’ within the region and globally through 
our academic programs.  

We are proud in championing the cause of creating -  ‘a 
conducive academic environment’, through our numer-
ous internationally accredited programs’,  that blends 
culture, diversity, innovation, positive attitudes, and new 
knowledge o�ering the best platform for all our students, 
co-participants and fellow peers’,  in ‘building life-long 
relationships with the institution’ and remain grounded 
and groomed as socially responsible leaders & citizens.

Hanil Haridas
Co-Founder & Executive Director
Westford Education Group
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What is Toastmasters?  The new batch of BABM students were curious to know all about a funny sounding termi-
nology called as ‘Toastmasters’ and even more curious to know about “Westford Toastmasters Club”. On 5th 
August 2019, we decided to clear their doubts and introduce them to a world of communication, networking and 
leadership by hosting an orientation session on our campus. 

Toastmasters Orientation

The session was conducted by 4 seasoned toastmasters of Dubai TM Anita Naidu, TM Zenith Roy, TM Shiny Jacob 
and TM Shobha Murthy.  The agenda included a formal session highlighting all the information regarding toast-
masters and a debate competition, which the students thoroughly enjoyed. The second part of the session was an 
informal one with a fun communication game; testing the student’s truth and dare skills, and an interesting 
impromptu speeches followed by a question and answer segment. The students shared their learning and under-
standing about the club with enthusiasm and positivity. They are excited to take on leadership roles and learn a 
great deal about communication as well. 
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On the 27th June 2019 as we came closer to the completion of our international study tour with Westford College 
in Pune (India). We had the privilege of enjoying a local industry visit to a company that is internationally recog-
nised, TATA MOTOR CORPORATION

A Visit to
Tata Motor
Corporation Abdul  Aziz Moolla

Dealer Development Manager, Audi ME
MBA- UoW

Being a professional coming from the automotive industry it has 
always intrigued me to see how other automotive manufacturers 
operate. Driving through the TATA campus visiting various busi-
ness units such as the pressing/stamping plant to the assembly 
section to when the vehicles roll of the line ready for shipment. I 
must say I was impressed with what I saw!
 After having visited the industrial part of the campus we drove 
through the conversation area that TATA has, we were surround-
ed by greenery and lots of water. Everything looked well main-
tained and I am sure TATA corporation is very proud of the infra-
structure.

Something that stood out was the level of 
commitment that  TATA  shows to its 
employees, for those choosing, there is 
accommodation on the premises. There are 
other amenities such as schools, sport facil-
ities like  a soccer pitch and a food hall, 
where we enjoyed a lovely lunch before 
departing.
 The industry  visit  capped o� what was an 
exceptional study tour that I am sure will be 
remembered by all those who attended.
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When the opportunity came in to join the Cardi� Metro-
politan University MBA program at Westford I grabbed it, 
as it was a great way to further my education, an opportu-
nity that would not only provide me with the qualifica-
tions but also with the knowledge to excel professionally 
and personally in any demanding position. 

Westford MBA provides students great exposure in regard 
to teaching, administration and community events. 
Despite the fact that I joined the program at the age of 37 
with a long-standing experience in Lubricant industry, I 
honestly found the program to be a truly useful credential 
for any professional, because the whole program func-
tioned as a valid audit of know-how.

My advice for anyone who is looking to join this MBA is , 
“If you’re thinking about getting a degree, it’s best to dive 
in and start the process. And, an MBA Degree from West-
ford can be completed in as little as 65 weeks! Just because 
you’re older doesn’t mean you can’t do it. It’s never too 
late to go back to school.”

ALUMNI DIASPORA

Friendship is a bond of love and esteem which binds 
people usually unrelated by blood. Aakash and I, go 
way back to kindergarten. We started in the same 
school, same class. I still remember stealing his color 
pencil. We grew up together playing cricket, football, 
sharing our food and even being sent out of class for 
being naughty. Over time we became good friends 
and gradually developed a brotherly bond for each 
other; standing up for each other and being there for 
one another. After 10th grade, we both went to sepa-
rate schools and so we could’nt have the same fun we 
used to have when we were in school. Two years later 
we joined the same college and since then we have 
still maintained the same bond and care for each 
other. Helping each other with assignments, under-
standing each other’s problems, knowing that situa-
tions can be di�erent for both of us, struggling with 
work as well as managing college life is a bit of a 
challenge. But even through these challenges, we 
still hold on to our friendship firmly.

16 YEARS OF FRIENDSHIp

Murad Ji�ry
Regional Sales Manager , 
LUKOIL Marine Lubricants
MBA - CMU

Midhat Khan & Aakash Patt – BABM Students 
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Why did you choose to pursue an online MBA at West-
ford?
I was looking for an MBA to boost my career from a reputed 
university which would allow flexibility for choosing MBA,  
Westford granted both my wishes. Westford has partnered 
with reputed and globally renowned universities which 
allowed me to pursue my higher studies from the comfort 
of my home.

What class format do you or would you prefer? 
I would prefer online classes. I have a very busy schedule, 
attending classes on campus would be very di�cult for me. 
Online lectures gave me the flexibility with time and space, 
in case I wasn’t able to schedule my time according to the 
class, the recorded lectures ensure that I am not missing 
the key discussions. 

How is the classroom interactions between faculty and 
students; and peer to peer?
I would say 'Great'! The faculty provided by Westford are 
highly qualified and experienced. Their expertise allows 
students to be more engaged and make the sessions very 
interactive. They try to clarify our queries as soon as possi-
ble, not only in the class but o� classes as well. The devel-
opment in technology also helps us to communicate with 
our classmates in real time which is a wonderful experi-
ence. 

What are your thoughts on the level of engagement in 
online lectures?
The engagement in online lectures is same as in on campus 
lectures. The classes are not just lectures but a combina-
tions of videos, pictures, data to support the theories which 
makes the class very interesting and engaging. 

What type of support do you expect from Westford?
I would expect Westford to provide me support in gaining a 
first class educational experience. Like any other Universi-
ty, providing me support in all means to excel in my life and 
the knowledge to compete in the real world. Assistance to 
have a career change where I can e�ciently use my new 
knowledge would also be deeply appreciated.

What do you think is or might be the greatest benefit of 
online learning?         
To study in the comfort of home and to study whenever you 
want is the greatest benefit of online learning. To a person 
who craves for more knowledge and possess limited time, 
online learning is a 'bliss'. Online learning eliminates the 
country barrier. Any person from anywhere in the world 
can opt for any type of studies and can also choose his 
desired country or university even if it is situated in the 
other side of the world.

Are you able to apply the theories discussed in 
the class to your workplace?
Not exactly as my workplace is completely engi-
neering related. But I have been able to apply this 
knowledge in working of my company. I am able to 
understand how my company works and how it is 
implementing new ideas for its growth. These 
theories have opened my mind to a new level and I 
would like to apply this gained knowledge in a 
more related managerial role.

Is there anything else you would like to add about 
online learning?  Any recommendations for 
Westford?
Overall Westford has all the facilities to impart 
high standard knowledge to its students. Technol-
ogy wise I would recommend Westford to update 
its LMS. 

MBA student voice

Praveen Purushan
MBA - UCAM 

Supply Chain Management & Logistics
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BABM student voice
Why did you choose to study at Westford University College?
The reason for joining Westford was the a�ordable fees and flexible 
mode of payment. The college ambiance is also very good. The college 
o�ers class in the morning, afternoon and evening which is a great 
opportunity for all students  who would  like to work and study at the 
same time. Westford also gives every student a platform to share their 
opinions and provide recommendations.

Which activities in the classroom do you enjoy the most?
All the activities that are held in class are very good, it helps every 
student to mingle with others and create their own ideas. It brings in 
team spirit among the students. Almost every week we will have an 
activity in the class which is related to the subject that we are learning. 
Actually these activities help the students to learn the subject practically 
also. 

How is Westford di�erent from other universities?
Westford is quite di�erent from other universities. Unlike other univer-
sities Westford doesn't conduct exams, instead they make the students 
do assignments and evaluate us according to our understanding of the 
subject. In my point of view, Westfords strategy of assignments and no 
exams is really good. With assignments we tend to do lot of researches 
and read deeply about  topic, which increases knowledge of the subjects. 
Faculties at Westford are also very helpful.

How would you describe the college atmosphere?
Westford college atmosphere is actually very beautiful. It is located in a 
beautiful and silent place where the students can study as well as enjoy. 
The area is spacious as well. The classrooms are also set up in a way that 
the students can study as well as indulge in innovative creative ideas. 
There are people from di�erent nationalities as well.

How has your learning experience been so 
far?
Learning experience for me in westford 
was very pleasant. I learned a lot of new 
things and got many friends. I was able to 
learn things theoretically as well as practi-
cally through all the activities and other 
exposures

Research suggests that analytics is one of the most significant trend that 
is going to impact the fashion industry in a big way. Global trends and 
sales data can be easily identified and collected using analytics.  Social 
media, websites, blogs, design and media reports can be accessed in 
real time, which helps apparel designer, manufacturers and retailers in 
decision making.  In today’s time, consumer expectations are at a record 
high, and demands for customized products and marketing communi-
cations have become the order of the day. Owing to this accelerated rate 
of change, fashion retailers find keeping up with the trends extremely 
challenging. In this situation, they are turning towards data!! 
     
Programs such as “Cognitive Computing” that help understand the 
purchase behaviour and patterns of consumers are considered as 
sources of competitive advantage. The data collected can help in store 
design and management to suit the customers’ expectations. 

Being relevant in an extremely competitive fashion industry needs 
constant e�orts in pushing the boundaries and going through several 
transformations. Integration of ‘big data’ with ‘Machine learning’, ‘AI’ 
and the ‘IoT’ is going to help retailers and designers keep pace with the 
emerging trends in technology. 

Be Analytical, Stay Fashionable

Tim Tom
Student : BABM
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As a first-year student of Fashion Design at Westford 
University College, I decided to share my experience 
at Westford. In the last one year, I have had a lot of fun 
and at the same time I have learnt many new things.  

1. Creative Exploration
As budding designers, we are given a lot of freedom at 
Westford. The fashion classes are conducted in a very 
informal way allowing the students complete ease and 
flexibility to be their creative selves. Being formal 
wasn't something we were expected to do, we thor-
oughly enjoyed our classes, and the support of faculty 
members made getting through the assignments a 
cakewalk! Being a fashion student, I have explored a 
lot in this in one year. It has been an intense analysis 
of my own identity as a student of fashion who is still 
learning and exploring new skills and techniques each 
day. The art of fashion has no boundaries, neither do 
we students! We were free to explore our talent on our 
own; we took part in a variety of projects and fashion 
shows where we discovered our own skills, abilities 
and realized our potential. These projects included 
di�erent tasks to showcase our work, for example, we 
were given a task to make our fashion illustration 
portfolio. No specific themes were given, and the 
presentation totally depended on our individual abili-
ties and design perspectives. In addition, we had a 
hands-on experience making a design brief. We learnt 
how to brand our outlet by creating logos and tag lines 
and choosing the interior design of the outlet. At the 
beginning of the illustration classes, we were taught 
how to illustrate a perfect body figure and give life to 
all the drawings and paintings we did, using the 
proper shade and strokes of our pencils and illustrat-
ing tools.

2. Learning & Student Support 
At Westford, the teachers and students share a 
very healthy and positive relationship. The tutors 
push us at every instance to bring out our creative 
side. Due to the exposure and experience gained 
in the last one year we have already started to 
imagine ourselves as a part of the fashion indus-
try.  The constant encouragement from the faculty 
and sta� helps us showcase our talent freely, as 
mistakes are welcomed and considered as a step-
ping stone for success. The modules are designed 
to help us understand the many facets of the fash-
ion design industry. It is balanced well to accom-
modate both design and commerce aspects. Con-
structive and regular feedback through assess-
ments helps us constantly evolve as designers. 

3. Positive Environment
One of the best things about being a part of West-
ford is that the environment here is so supportive 
and warm that it makes us feel like home. It is 
extremely professional, with a lot of respect, 
support and encouragement shown towards the 
students; and all these things come together to 
allow us to explore di�erent aspects of design with 
a fresh outlook. 

This one-year experience at Westford university 
has been a crazy fun ride that I really wish wouldnt 
end. I have received plenty of opportunities to 
grow and learn as a fashion designer. We are a 
huge family who  shares and learns from each 
other. Westford truly prepares its students to be 
more confident as they step into the real world.

The Top 3 Things About
Studying Fashion
Design at Westford
University College

Amena Mustafa
HND – Fashion Design ( Art & Design)
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Banonie Mwale Foundation -

On 20th July 2019, Westford University 
College hosted Mr. Banonie Mwale to share 
his inspiring journey with Banonie Mwale 
Foundation.

The CSR arm of Westford University 
College, WECares organized this event to 
hand over the stationaries and articles 
collected by the students and sta� of West-
ford University College as a part of the 
charity drive to support the foundation.

The program commenced with Ms. Divya 
Nair greeting and welcoming the students, 
followed by a brief address by Prof. Zawahir 
Siddique. The founder of the foundation, 
Mr. Banonie Mwale who is also a proud 
Westfordian was felicitated and invited on 
stage to address the audience.

The inspiring story of Banonie Mwale 
Foundation which is a non-profit charita-
ble organization based in Malawi, East 
Africa moved the hearts and emotions of 
over 100 people assembled in the auditori-
um. The founder, Mr. Banonie recalled his 
childhood where he was under privileged 
and grew up with the determination to live 
a dream to educate and empower the 
deprived children of his village. Based in 
Dubai and with the support of well-wishers 
and volunteers around the world, Mr. 
Banonie is reaching out globally to accom-
plish his noble dream.

The event ended with a huge applause and 
thanking note by Team Westford. The 
Co-founder of Westford Education group, 
Mr. Hanil Das handed over the stationaries, 
projector and a computer to the founder of 
Banonie Mwale Foundation and also 
pledged to collaborate in future to send 
volunteers and necessary support to be 
part of this inspiring project in building 
schools, hostels and academic resources. 

Westford Care [WeCares]
CSR Initiative
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Westford Cares (WeCares) is a signature 
CSR initiative of Westford Education 
Group where we encourage our students 
and sta� to involve themselves in philan-
thropic and volunteering endeavours.

On 13th August 2019, a team of WeCares 
volunteers from Westford University 
College in association with Westford Insti-
tute of Film Technology dispatched flood 
relief materials and food to flood a�ected 
Nilambur in the Southern State of India- 
Kerala.  

The projects our student volunteers have 
taken up in the past include: International 
volunteering trip to Indonesia (working 
with children who lost their parents due to 
the devastating Tsunami), volunteering 
trip to India (working with school chil-
dren), distribution of food, clothes and 
books to the needy, organizing iftar camps 
in UAE and pioneering other noble 
projects. 

In October 2018, as a part of University of 
Wolverhampton MBA Top International 
Study Tour, our students spent a day 
volunteering at Nazareth Lower Primary 
School in Kochi, South India. 

The WeCares project was planned in the 
aftermath of a devastating flood that hit 
Kerala (a southern state in India) in August 
2018 which took away 400 lives and over a 
million people housed in about 3500 relief 
camps.

Westford Cares -
Flood Relief Camp
on 13th August 2019
at Nilambur,
Kerala, India.
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Having a sibling is truly a blessing and if one is lucky 
enough to study together, then it is even better! My experi-
ence at Westford University College along with my brother 
Adnan has been really good. Having him around to always 
have my back is an empowering feeling. He checks up on 
me to see if I need anything and he helps me out if I face 
any problem. And in return, I do the same for him. Every 
day is a new challenge, a new experience. Family always 
appreciates you and makes you a better person. They  
motivate you and cheers you on in everything you do. I am 
blessed to have my brother studying with me and we will 
cherish this memory of sharing the same campus through-
out our lives.

Sibling Story

Adnan Khawar
HND in Business

Nimra Malik
HND in Art & Design

The Dubai Summer Surprise is one of UAE’s biggest 
summer sale. The DSS is a six weeks of a super bonanza  
with plenty of time for shopaholics to beat the heat. The 
2019 DSS ran from June 21st to August 3rd. From shoes, 
clothes, bags to home décor and appliances, over 700 
brands across more than 3,500 outlets in Dubai o�ered a 
sale form 25% upto 75%. The yellow mascot Modhesh is 
the face of DSS. Exciting o�ers and deals ran throughout 
the week on everything from homegrown brands to 
international ones- the DSS grabbed the attention of 
many others from neighboring emirates. In some cases 
an upto 90% of discount was o�ered on fashion and 
accessories.

In addition the history and cultural bu�s could head to 
the Al Marmoom Heritage Village, Al Shindagha 
Museum, Etihad Museum, Sheikh Mohammad Centre 
and Dubai Museum. Art lovers could escape the heat at 
Curado and Green Art Gallery. Shoppers could also gaze 
down the magnificent Dubai Frame and enjoy the land-
scape view of Dubai. Water Parks like the Aquaventure, 
Wild Wadi Waterpark, Dubai Parks and Resorts slashed 
their prices for many to splash the heat. Indoor theme 
parks like the Butterfly Garden, Hub Zero , City Walk and 
Green Planet too had crowds attracted. Amidst all the 
shopping spree and theme venues the food retail outlets 
added the extra glitter. The DSS is truly an awesome time 
in the UAE.

Dubai Summer Surprises
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DIE EMPTY: Unleash
your Best Work
Every Day

Book Review

Todd Henry in his latest book reminds all of us that “tomorrow” is the 
biggest catalyst of procrastination. The false hope of that we will all have 
tomorrow to get our best work done is a mere mirage. Every moment and 
every day we cling on to that false hope, we compromise on the best we can 
give to the world around us, to our organization and most importantly to 
ourselves. Die Empty is a manual for individuals and organizations who are 
not ready to set aside their best contributions. Todd Henry highlights the 
magical three-part process for re-igniting our passion:

1. Excavate: Discover what drives us the most in the work we do

2. Cultivate: Learn how to nurture the curiosity, humility and persistence 
that could rejuvenate us and save us from procrastination

3. Resonate: Learn how our unique competences can inspire and energize 
others

Henry constantly reminds us that 
living a fulfilling life, where our 
passion and curiosity are 
sustained, is the driving force that 
motivates us to make a valuable 
contribution to the world around 
us and “die empty”.

Reading this book takes us one 
step closer to believe that our best 
work can be unleashed every day 
and through this masterpiece, 
Todd Henry convinces us that we 
can achieve this consistently and 
make it a habit.

Zawahir Siddique
Academic Head

It's been a year since I started working and it has been nothing but a 
journey of joy, tiredness, accomplishments and some challenges. I have 
previously worked at Ajman City centre, Matajer, Sephora, Threads and 
currently working in Charles & Keith; all this has given me enough 
experience to know what is going on in the world of work and how the 
companies maintain their revenues, image and customers. Knowing this 
is important in my field as I am a student of business management 
aspiring to open my own business one day. As a working student, it 
becomes hectic to control my schedule and manage assignments as well 
as working hours but it is rewarding when I get to add one more experi-
ence in my resume which will help me in my future. 

Time-management plays the most crucial part in managing university 
and work, assignments need to be done with the professor in the class so 
when I go home I have enough time to properly get ready and go to work. 
If the job is in the morning hours then after coming home no matter how 
tired a person is it is important to take out some time and at least a part 
of the assignment so that there are no pending assignments, or the 
workload will increase. Nevertheless, it is a rewarding journey as it 
wouldn't be di�cult or me to find work or start a business after I am 
done with my studies and I strongly recommend Westford to partner up 
with firms and provide students with the opportunity of work or intern-
ships. 

Student Internship

Aqsa Rashid 
BABM  
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Europe’s popular low-cost airline Norwegian Air will stop flying the 
following popular routes connecting the Irish cities of Dublin, Cork 
and Shannon, United States, Canada in the wake of Boeing 737 MAX 
aircrafts remaining permanently grounded owing to ‘technical and 
performance’ issues.

Sources within the industry believe that e�ective September 15, the 
Norwegian Air management team’s decision based on an unfavora-
ble economic assessment and financial evaluation report observed 
certain routes being "no longer commercially viable” carrying a 
long ranging ‘impact’ on the future operational sustainability and 
reputation of the airline company.  

The airline company meanwhile has expressed ‘deep concerns’ 
over the continued uncertainty of Boeing 737 MAX ‘aircraft capabil-
ities and fitness’ a�ecting its major business operations, and has 
o�cially de-commissioned 737 MAX services following reports of 
two major fatal accidents that claimed lives of 346 passengers as 
stated by other airline companies globally,  creating a sense of 
urgency to review ongoing relationships and performance obliga-
tions with Boeing. 

Norwegian Air has raised compensation claims and moved Boeing 
over “lost flight time” that continues to impact its revenue genera-
tion process, lost customer trust & discontinued operations given 
it owns a significant number of planes in its current fleet from the 
737 MAX portfolio.  

Meanwhile company executive Mathew 
Wood maintains that - “Since March, the 
airline company has been relentless in its 
pursuit to minimize all possible damages, 
inconvenience and discomfort by consid-
ering ‘alternate aircraft” arrangements, 
while rescheduling flying and booking 
services between Ireland and North 
America. However, the plaguing uncer-
tainty on return to service date of 737 
MAX, has been quite frustrating & unsus-
tainable."

The airline company has remained com-
mitted & supportive amidst the ongoing 
crisis o�ering full support to re-route 
passengers having confirmed bookings 
onto other partner airline companies and 
even processing complete refunds if 
passengers are no longer feeling interest-
ed & comfortable to travel with the 
airline.

While it continues to remain responsible 
in ensuring the impact on sta� is minimal. 
"E�orts by the management to proactively 
engage with its pilots and cabin crew at 
the Dublin facility, includes restoring 
faith with respective unions, while ensur-
ing that any restructuring e�ort shall only 
remain a last option."
 CEO Bjorn Kjos stepped down in July.

Despite Norwegian Air proving to be a 
popular discounted operator between 
Ireland and US, its future business conti-
nuity has raised serious doubts, given that 
its ambitious business strategy to support 
ongoing expansion plans has burdened 
the airline company with unmanageable 
debts of over 3 billion Norwegian kroner 
(US$352 million). The crisis laden airline 
company has claimed its first victim - 
Chief executive Bjoern Kjos who stepped 
down in July, 17 years after establishing 
the company, although continuing to own 
partial stakes. Aviation analysts opine that 
Kjos will in his new role as an adviser to 
the airline's chairman, bring necessary 
knowledge, experience and expertise to 
focus on building industry alliances based 
on a recent agreement with its rival ‘Easy-
Jet’.

Business Watch
Boeing 737 A�ects Norwegian Air Operational Sustainability & its CEO.
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It is always nice to explore the world, meet new people, know about a new tradition and gain a new perspective. 
My last visit was to Antakya in Turkey, the city which is known for its culture and heritage that dates to 300 B.C.

Amir Al Shahoud
MBA - CMU

Travel Log:
Antakya, Turkey

Eleucus 1 Nicator (321-281), successor to Alexander the Great, 
had laid out the plan for this city. It became the capital of the 
Seleucid empire stretching from Macedonia up to India. Also, 
Saint Peter came here to preach, and Saint Paul and Saint 
Barnabas used it as their base for missionary work. The 
Church of Saint Peter in Antakya, is built out of a cave carved 
into the mountainside which some believe was used by the 
very first Christians, and is one of the oldest churches.

The city has amazing nature and culture, and 
you can see the rivers everywhere. Antakya 
makes you feel like home, as the food is unbe-
lievable; and I am sure you can’t return without 
putting on a few kilos. You must visit the Old 
Souq as the prices are cheaper in comparison to 
other places. I recommend Antakya to everyone; 
it is totally worth it!
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A jubilant festival of the state of Kerala; Onam; got the entire Westford 
sta� together on Thursday, 05th September 2019. Marked as a harvest 
festival of Kerala Onam is celebrated for 10 long days in the Chingam 
month of the Malayalam Solar Calendar. Keeping the traditional, vibrant 
and colorful touch alive for the occasion every sta� adorned the rich 
white and gold Set Saree and Set Mundu.

The occasion commenced early in the morning with the traditional style 
arrangement of flowers- the Pookalam that denoted a grand welcome to 
all. The oldest employees of Westford lit the oil lamp as a sign of luck and 
hope. A day filled with surprises for all- games and group performances 
set claps and laughs in loop.

The event was glittered with the very graceful Thiruvathirakkali- a dance 
presented by the beautiful ladies of Westford encircling the lit brass lamp 
in unison. The event was taken to another level when the whole Westford 
family sat together to feast on the Onam Sadhya- a grand nine course 
meal served with extreme humility.

Every sta� member was gifted with a small traditional brass lamp as a 
token of remembrance. The day could not have ended in any better way. 
Indeed festivals bring people together in a unique way. A thorough treat 
to the eyes to see the entire Westford family together. 

Onam Celebration
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My Journey in Westford University College began in December 2014, 
after a stint as an industry profession that stretched over a period of 22 
years serving some of the best- known organizations in di�erent parts 
of the world.

As soon as I reached a stage where growth opportunities at senior man-
agement levels became leaner and extremely competitive, wise counsel 
from industry leaders pushed me to earn my Doctorate in 2012 and my 
life’s direction paved new pathways towards building a career in Educa-
tional Institutions.  Landed in UAE with a bag full of dreams to find 
Westford University College as an organization where the ethos, value 
systems, freedom to share opinions, enthusiasm of leaders along with a 
growth driven mindset, experimental & innovation led approach,  great 
colleagues, mentors, and a senior leadership team that believed in o�er-
ing an engaging, supportive and learning atmosphere kept me glued & 
strongly grounded.

It has remained a fantastic experi-
ence so far in contributing to the 
institution's growth horizontally & 
vertically across several programs 
and partake in industry-academic 
crossover platforms.

As Westford University College 
scales to newer heights, continues to 
celebrate numerous victories with-
out ever compromising on ‘quality’, 
‘delivery’ and 'student centric' expe-
riences,I would like to wish the insti-
tution and all my fellow colleagues a 
brighter future ahead..

Employee
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